Sex-specific effects of surface instability on drop jump and landing biomechanics.
This study investigated sex-specific effects of surface instability on kinetics and lower extremity kinematics during drop jumping and landing. Ground reaction forces as well as knee valgus and flexion angles were tested in 14 males (age: 23±2 years) and 14 females (age: 24±3 years) when jumping and landing on stable and unstable surfaces. Jump height was found to be significantly lower (9%, p<0.001) when drop jumps were performed on unstable vs. stable surface. Significantly higher peak ground reaction forces were observed when jumping was performed on unstable versus stable surfaces (5%, p=0.022). Regarding frontal plane kinematics during jumping and landing, knee valgus angles were higher on unstable compared to stable surfaces (19-32%, p<0.05). Additionally, at the onset of ground contact during landings, females showed higher knee valgus angles than males (222%, p=0.027). Sagittal plane kinematics indicated significantly smaller knee flexion angles (6-35%, p<0.05) when jumping and landing on unstable vs. stable surfaces. During drop jumps and landings, women showed smaller knee flexion angles at ground contact compared to men (27-33%, p<0.05). These findings imply that knee motion strategies were modified by surface instability and sex during drop jumps and landings.